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A relaxation model was proposed in [Shi Jin and Zhouping Xin, Comm. Pure
Appl. Math. 48 (1995), 555563] to approximate the hyperbolic systems numeri-
cally under the subcharacteristic condition introduced in [T. P. Liu, Comm. Math.
Phys. 108 (1987), 153175]. The stability of travelling waves with strong shock
profile and integral zero was proved in [H. L. Liu, J. H. Wang, and T. Yang,
Stability in a relaxation model with nonconvex flux, preprint, 1996; H. L. Liu and
J. Wang, Asymptotic stability of travelling wave solutions of a hyperbolic system
with relaxation terms, preprint, 1995] when the original system is scalar. In this
paper, we study the rate of the asymptotic convergence speed of thse travelling
wave solutions. The analysis applies to the case of a nonconvex flux and when the
shock speed coincides with characteristic speed of the state at infinity. The decay
rate is obtained by applying the energy method and is shown to be the same as the
one for the viscous conservation law [A. Matsumura and K. Nishihara, Comm.
Math. Phys. 165 (1994), 8396].  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Many physical models are in the form of hyperbolic conservation laws.
To study these models theoretically and numerically is of extensive and
current interest. In [4], the authors introduced a class of nonoscillatory
numerical schemes for the systems of conservation laws. Their basic idea is
to use a local relaxation approximation; that is, a linear hyperbolic system
with a stiff source term is constructed to approximate the original system
with a small dissipative correction. In this paper, we are going to show that
if the original system is scalar, then the corresponding relaxation model has
the same decay rate for travelling waves with strong shock profile as the
one for the viscous scalar conservation law.
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Relaxation effect is important in many physical situations. It occurs
when the underlying material is in nonequilibrium, and usually takes the
form of hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms. The relaxation is
often stiff when the relaxation time is much shorter than the scales of other
physical quantitites. The effect of stiff relaxation is important in a wide
range of problems of physical significance. Different kinds of relaxation
phenomena occur in water waves, thermo-nonequilibrium gases, rarefied
gas dynamics, traffic flow, viscoelasticity with memory, magnetohydrody-
namics, etc. [1, 7].
For a 2_2 system, the author in [6] identified the dynamic subcharac-
teristics governing the propagation of disturbances over strong wave forms,
and the stability criteria for diffusion waves, expansion waves were justified
nonlinearly. The dissipative entropy condition was formulated for the
general nonlinear relaxation systems in [2].
In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem for a relaxation system
{ut+vz=0, x # R
1, t # R+
vt+aux= &1= (v&f (u))
(1.1)
with the initial data
(u, v)(x, 0)=(u0 , v0)(x),
(1.2)
lim
x  \
(u0 , v0)(x)=(u\ , v\),
where v\= f (u\). This is a simple model for wave propagation with
relaxation. Here u is some conserved physical quantity, v is some rate
variable that measures the departure of the relaxation from the local equi-
librium, =<<1 is the relaxation time, and a is a positive constant satisfying
&- a< f $(u)<- a, for all u under consideration, (1.3)
which is the subcharacteristic condition introduced in [6]. This condition
can be seen also by the first order approximation to (1.1) using Chapman
Enskog expansion, where we get
ut+ f (u)x==((a& f $(u)2) ux)x . (1.4)
In [9, 10], the authors studied the stability of travelling waves for (1.1)
and showed that they are asymptotic stable for small initial disturbance
with integral zero. Even though the equation describing the disturbance is
a second order hyperbolic partial differential equation, we will sho that it
has the same dissipation mechanism as a scalar visous conservation law.
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The reason for this is that second order terms in the equation are linear,
so the dissipative effect actually comes from the nonlinear first order terms.
Under scaling (x, t)  (=x, =t), Eq. (1.1) becomes
{ut+vx=0, x # R
1, t # R+
vt+aux= f (u)&v.
(1.5)
We are going to investigate the behavior of the solution (u, v) for (1.1) and
(1.2) at fixed time as =  0+, or equivalently, the long time behaviour of
(u, v) in (1.5) as t  , cf. [11].
In the following, we denote the travelling wave solutions with shock
wave profile as
(u, v)(x, t)=(U, V )(x&st)=(U, V )(z),
(U, V )(z)  (u\ , v\), z  \.
The existence of these solutions was proved under the subcharacteristic
condition when (u& , u+) is an admissible shock of (1.4) when ==0;
i.e., the constants u\ and s (shock speed) satisfy the RankineHugoniot
condition
&s(u+&u&)+ f (u+)& f (u&)=0, (1.6)
and the entropy condition
Q(u)= f (u)& f (u\)&s(u&u\) {<0, for u+<u<u& ,>0, for u&<u<u+. (1.7)
It is noted that when s{ f $(u\) condition (1.7) implies the following Lax’s
shock condition
f $(u+)<s< f $(u&).
Using (1.3) and (1.6), we have
s2<a. (1.8)
Without loss of generality, we assume u+<u<u& in the following discus-
sion. Eliminating the V component in the system, the U component of the
travelling wave solution of (1.5) is the travelling wave solution of viscous
conservation law
ut= f (u)x=+uxx , (1.9)
with +=a&s2.
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The rate of asymptotic convergence in time was investigated for the
system (1.9) in [3, 5, 8, 12]. For the case f $(u+)<s< f $(u&), if the integral
of the initial disturbance over (&, x) is small and decays at the algebraic
rate as |x|  , it is shown that the solution approaches the travelling
waves at the corresponding rate as t  . The decay rate was also obtained
when f $(u\)=s under some additional conditions.
The purpose of this paper is to show that for the relaxation problem
(1.5), results of decay rate similar to (1.9) still hold. This implies also the
numerical method introduced in [4] well approximates the hyperbolic
system when the original system is scalar. The energy method used here is
similar to the one in [12].
Notations
We denote a generic positive constant by C. For the function space,
L2 denotes the sapce of square integrable functions on R with the norm
& f &=\ |R | f | 2 dx+
12
.
Hereafter, the integral region R is omitted. H j ( j>0) denotes the usual jth
order Sobolev space with the norm
& f &Hj=& f &j=\ :
j
k=0
&kx f &2+
12
.
For a weight function w>0, L2w denotes the space of measurable functions
f satisfying - w f # L2 with the norm
| f |w=\ | w(x) | f (x)| 2 dx+
12
.
When w(x)=(x) :a=(1+x
2a2):2, we write L2w=L
2
: and | } |w=| } |: .
Moreover L2:, w denotes the space of measurable functions f satisfying
(x) :2 w12 f # L2, with the norm
| f |:, w=\ | (x): w(x) | f (x)| 2 dx+
12
.
We also denote f (x)tg(x) when C&1g<f<C&1 holds,
|( f1 , f2 , f3)|Xt | f1|X+| f2| X+| f3|X ,
where | } |X denote the norm in space X.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
To be self-contained, we first state the existence of the travelling wave
solution with shock profile for the system (1.5), cf. [9, 10]. Substituting
(u, v)(x, t)=(U, V )(z), z=x&st,
into (1.5), we have
{&sUz+Vz=0,&sVx+aUz= f (U )&V, (2.1)
and
(a&s2) Uz= f (U )&V. (2.2)
Integrating the first equation of (2.1) over (\, z) and noting
(U, V )(\)=(u\ , v\) and v\= f (u\), we also have
&sU+V=&su\+v\=&su\+ f (u\). (2.3)
Combining (2.2) with (2.3), we obtain
Uz=
Q(U)
a&s2
, (2.4)
where Q(U)# f (U)& f (u\)&s(U&u\) and v\= f (u\) has been used.
s=
v+&v&
u+&u&
=
f (u+)& f (u&)
u+&u&
,
by using the RH condition
&s(u+&u&)+(v+&v&)=0,
and v\= f (u\). Since (2.4) is a vector field on the line (the u-axis), trajec-
tories satisfying boundary conditions U(\)=u\ necessarily connect
adjacent equilibria u& , u+ . It is easy to check, from the dependence of the
sign U$ on U in (2.4), that there is a trajectory from u& to u+ if and only
if condition (u+&u&)(Q(U )(a&s2))>0 for u lies strictly between u+ and
u& . By virtue of s2<a, we have
Q(u)(u+&u&)>0
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for u lies strictly between u+ and u& , i.e., if and only if
u={u&, x&st<0,u+, x&st>0,
is an admissible shock for (1.4) when ==0.
Without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the case
u+<u& , and Uz<0; (2.5)
then the ordinary differential equation (2.4) with boundary condition
U(\)=u\ has a unique smooth solution. Moreover, if f $(u+)<s<
f $(u&) or Q$(u\){0, then Q(U)t&|U&u\| as U  u\ . Hence
|(U&u\ , V&v\)(z)|texp(&c\ |z| ) as z  \ for some constants
c\>0. While if s= f $(u+) or Q$(u+)=0, |(U&u+, V&v&)(z)|tz&1k+
as z  + provided Q(U)t&|U&u+|1+k+ for k+>0. We note k+=n
if Q$(u+)= } } } =Q(n)(u+)=0 and Q(n+1)(u+){0.
Thus we have the existence of travelling wave solutions.
Lemma 2.1. Assume Q(U )<0 for U # (u+, u&) and s=( f (u+)& f (u&))
u+&u& , v\= f (u\) and |Q(U )|t |U&u+|1+k+ as U  u+ with k\0.
Then there is exists a travelling wave solution (U, V )(x&st) of (1.1) with
(U, V )(\)=(u\ , v\), unique up to a shift and the speed satisfies
s2<a. (2.6)
Moreover, it holds as z  \
|(U&u\ , V&v\(z)|texp(&c\ |z| ), if f $(u+)<s< f $(u&),
|(U&u+ , V&v+)(z)|tz&1k+, if s= f $(u+).
3. REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
From now on, we assume f (u) is a smooth function, e.g., f (u) # C 3. For
the initial disturbance, without loss of generality, we assume
|
+
&
(u0&U )(x) dx=0.
For some travelling wave solutions given by Lemma 2.1, we define
(.0 , 0)(x)=\ |
x
&
(u0&U )( y) dy, (v0&V )(x)+ .
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Letting (U, V )(z) be the travelling wave solution in Lemma 2.1, we put
(u, v)(x, t)=(U, V )(z)+(.z , )(z, t), z=x&st, (3.1)
where (., ) is in some integrable functional space defined later.
We substitute (3.1) into (1.5), by virtue of (2.1), and integrate the first
equation once with respect to z; we have
{.t&s.z+=0,t&sz+a.zz= f (U+.z)& f (U)&, (3.2)
(., )(z, 0)=(.0 , 0)#\ |
z
&
(u0&U )(’) d’, v0(z)&V(z)+ . (3.3)
The first equation of (3.2) gives
=&(.t&s.z). (3.4)
Using (3.4), the second equation of (3.2) is rewritten as
L(.)#(.t&s.z)t&s(.t&s.z)z&a.zz+.t+*.z=F, (3.5)
F#&( f (U+.z)& f (U )& f $(U ) .z), (3.6)
*#Q$(U )=f $(U )&s.
The corresponding initial data for (3.5) is
.(z, 0)=.0(z), .t(z, 0)=s.$0(z)&0(z)#.1(z). (3.7)
Now we select the same weight as in [12] for the scalar viscous conserva-
tion law with nonconvex flux
w=w(U )= } (U&u+)(U&u&)Q(U ) } . (3.8)
We set the functional space for the problem (3.5), (3.7) as follows:
X(0, T )=[.(z, t): . # C 0([0, T ]; H 3 & L2w(U)) & C
1([0, T ]; H 2),
(.z , .t) # L2([0, T ]; H2 & L2w(U ))]
with 0<T. For later use, we restate the stability result in [9] as
follows:
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that .0 # H3 & L2w(U ) and .1 # H
2 & L2w(U) and
a is suitably large, then there exists a positive constant =1 such that if
&.0&3+&.1&2+|(., .z , .t)(0)|w(U)<=1 , the problem (3.5), (3.7) has a
unique global solution . # X (0, ) satisfying
&.(t)&23+&.t&
2
2+&.(t)&
2
1, w(U)+|.t|
2
w(U)
+|
t
0
(&(.z , .t&22+&(.z , .t)({)&
2
w(U)) d{
C (&.0&23+&.1&
2
2+|(., .z , .t)(0)|
2
w(U)), (3.9)
for any t0, where C is a positive constant. Moreover,
sup
z # R
|(.z, .t)(z, t)|  0 as t  . (3.10)
Based on the above existence theorem, we are going to prove the
following estimates for decay rate.
Theorem 3.2. (( f $(u+)<s< f $(u&)). If a is suitably large, the solution
.(t) obtained in Theorem 3.1 satisfies
(1+t )# &(., .z , .t)(t)&22+|
t
0
(1+{)# &(.z , .t)&22 d{
C[ |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:+&(., .z , .t)(0)&22], (3.11)
for any # such that 0#: if : is an integer and 0#<: if : is not an
integer.
Theorem 3.3. (s= f $(u+) or s= f $(u&)). Suppose s= f $(u+)< f $(u&)
and f "(u+)= } } } = f (n)(u+)=0 and f (n+1)(u+){0 for n1. If 0<
:<2n, then if a is suitably large, the solution .(t, x) obtained in
Theorem 3.1 satisfies
(1+t)# &(., .z , .t)(t)&22+|
t
0
(1+{)# &(.z , .t)&22 d{
C[ |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:, w(U)+&(., .z , .t)(0)&
2
2], (3.12)
for # such that 0#<:2.
For the solution . obtained in Theorem 3.1, we define (., ) by (3.4),
then it becomes a global solution of (3.2), (3.3); thus we have the desired
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solution of (1.5), (1.2) through (3.1). Then the stability theorem in [9] can
be rewritten as Theorem 3.4 which include the degenerate case s=f $(u\).
Theorem 3.4. Suppose (1.6), (1.7), and (1.13), a>0 is suitably large. Let
(U, V ) be a travelling wave solution determined by R(u0(x)&U(x)) dx=0.
Then it holds:
(1) When f $(u+)<s<f $(u&), suppose u0&U is integrable and
.0 # H 3, 0 # H 2. Then there exists a positive constant =1 such that if
&.0&3+&0&2<=1 , then the initial value problem (1.5), (1.2) has a unique
global solution (U, V )(x, t) satisfying
(u&U, v&V ) # C 0([0, ); H2) & L2(0, ; H2),
and moreover
sup
R
|(u, v)(x, t)&(U, V )(x&st)|  0, t  .
(2) When s= f $(u+)< f $(u&), there exists a positive constants =1 such
that if &.0&3+&0&2+&(., .z , )(0)&(x)+<=1 , then the Cauchy problem
(1.5), (1.2) has a unique global solution (u, v)(x, t) satisfying
(u&U, v&V ) # C 0([0, ); H 2) & L2(0, ; H 2 & L2(z)+),
and
sup
R
|(u, v)(x, t)&(U, V )(x&st)|  0, t  ,
where
(z) +={- 1+z
2,
1,
z0,
z<0.
Now we can state the main theorems of this paper.
Theorem 3.5 (Decay Rate for f $(u+)<s< f $(u&)). Let (u, v) be a
solution obtained in Theorem 3.4, (.0 , u0&U, v0&V ) # L2: for some :>0
and a is suitably large. If : is an integer, then
sup
R
|(u, v)(x, t)&(U, V )(x&st)|
C(1+t)&:2 (&.0&3+&0&2+|(., .z , )(x, 0)|:),
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while if : is not an integer, then
sup
R
|(u, v)(x, t)&(U, V )(x&st)|
<C=(1+t)&:2+= (&.0&3+&0&2+|(., .z , )(x, 0)|:),
for any constant =>0 and some constant C= such that C=   as =  0.
Theorem 3.6 (Decay Rate for f $(u+)=s<f $(u&)). Let (u, v) be a
solution obtained in Theorem 3.1, and f "(u+)= } } } = f (n)(u+)=0 and
f (n+1)(u+){0 for n1. Then, if (.0 , u0&U, v0&V ) # L2:, (z)+ , 0<:<2n,
and a is suitable large, then for any =>0, we have
sup
R
|(u, v)(x, t)&(U, V )(x&st)|
C=(1+t)&:4+=(&.0&3+&0&2+|(., .z , )(x, 0)| :, (z)+),
where C= is some constant such that C=   as =  0.
Actually, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 are consequence of Theorem 3.2 and 3.3
by using Sobolev’s Imbedding Theorem.
The proofs of Theorems 3.13.3 are based on a weighted energy method
combining the local existence (see [13]) with a priori estimates.
4. DECAY RATE FOR THE CASE f $(u+)<s<f $(u&)
Before proving the theorem, we state some properties of travelling wave
solutions. Let u =(u++u&)2 # (u+ , u&), since Q(u)<0 for u # (u+ , u&),
U is strictly decreasing in z # R. Therefore, there exists a unique number
z* # R such that
U(z*)=u . (4.1)
To obtain the desired decay estimate, we introduce a time dependent
weight K(z, t)=(1+t)# (z&z*) ;a w(U )#K (z, t) w(U ) where W is defined
in (3.8). First, multiplying (3.5) by 2K(z, t) ., we obtain
2K(z, t) .L(.)=2FK., (4.2)
noting the facts that Kt=((#(1+t) K, Kzt=((#(1+t) Kz , the left-hand
side can be reduced to
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2K.L(.)
=[2K.(.t&s.z)]t&2Kt .(.t&s.z)&2K.t(.t&s.z)&2s[K.(.t&s.z)]z
+2sKz.(.t&s.z)+2sK.z(.t&s.z)&(2aK..z)z+2aK.2z+(aKz.
2)z
&aKzz .2+(K.2)t&Kt .2+(*K.2)z&(*K)z .2
=[K.2+2K.(.t&s.z)t] t&2K(.t&s.z)2&2Kt .(.t&s.z)
+(sKz.2)t&sKzt.2&(s2Kz.2)z
+s2Kzz .2+2aK.2z&aKzz.
2&Kt.2&(*K )z .2+[ } } } ]z
=[K.2+2K.(.t&s.z)+sKz.2] t&
#
1+t
[K.2+2K.(.t&s.z)+sKz.2]
&2K(.t&s.z)2+2aK.2z+A.
2+[ } } } ]z , (4.3)
where A=(s2&a) Kzz&(*K )z , [ } } } ]z denote the terms which will disap-
pear after integration with respect to z over R. Hereafter, we will often
leave out function arguments once they are clear in the context.
Second, we calculate
2(.t&s.z) K(z, t) L(.)=2(.t&s.z) KF. (4.4)
The left-hand side is reduced to
2(.t&s.z) KL(.)
=[K(.t&s.z)2]t&Kt(.t&s.z)2&s[K(.t&s.z)2]z
+sKz(.t&s.z)2&2aK.t .zz
+2asK.z.zz+2K(.t&s.z)2+2Kf $(U ) .z(.t&s.)
=[K(.t&s.z)2]t&Kt(.t&s.z)2+sKz(.t&s.z)2
&(2aK.t.z)z+aK(.2z)t+2aKz .t .z
+[asK(.2z)]z&asKz.
2
z+2K(.t&s.z)
2
+2Kf $(U ) .z(.t&s.z)+[ } } } ]z
=[aK.2z+K(.t&s.z)
2] t&
#
1+t
[aK.2z+K(.t&s.z)
2]
+(2K+sKz)(.t&s.z)2
+saKz.2z+2Kf $(U ) .z(.t&.z)
+2aKz.z(.t&s.z)+[ } } } ]z . (4.5)
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The combination of (4.2)_12+(4.4) yields
_K(.t&s.z)2+K.(.t&s.z)+12 (K+sKz) .2+aK.2z&t
&
#
1+t _K(.t&s.z)2+K.(.t&s.z)+
1
2
(K+sKz) .2+aK.2z&
+(K+sKz)(.t&s.z)2+2( f $(U ) K+aKz) .z(.t&s.z)
+a(K+sKz) .2z+
1
2
A.2+[ } } } ]z
=FK[.+2(.t&s.z)], (4.6)
where
A=&[(a&s2) Kz+*K]z
=&[(a&s2) K zw(U )+(a&s)2 K w$(U ) Uz+Q$(U ) K]z
=&[(a&s2) K zw(U )+K w$(U ) Q(U )+Q$(U ) K w]z
=&[(a&s2) K zw(U )]z&[K (wQ)$]z
=&[(a&s2) K zw(U )]z&K z(wQ)$&K (wQ)" Uz
=&[(a&s2) K zw(U )]z+A; , (4.7)
so 12A.
2=&[ 12.
2(a&s2) K zw(U )]z+(a&s2) K zw(U ) ..z+ 12A;.
2, where
A;(z)=&K z(wQ)$&K (Qw)" Uz .
For A;(z), we have the following:
Lemma 4.1. Let : be a given positive number. For ; # [0, :], there is a
positive number c0 independent of ; such that
A;(z)c0 ;(1+t)# (z&z*) ;&1a for any z # R. (4.8)
Proof. By virtue of (3.8) and K =(1+t)# (z&z*) ;a , we have
A;=&(wQ) UzK &(wQ)$
;
a
(z&z*)a
(z&z*) 2a
K
=(1+t)# (z&z*) ;&1a {&2(z&z*) a Uz&2;a
(z&z*)a
(z&z*) a
(U&u )=
c0 ;(1+t)# (z&z*) ;&1a ,
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which follows the similar argument in [12] and uses
K z=
;
a
(z&z*)a
(z&z*)a
K . K
From (4.6), we have
[E1(., .z , .t)+E3(.z)]t&
#
1+t
[E1(., .z , .t)+E3(.z)]
+E2(.z , .t)+(a&s2) K zw(U ) ..z+
1
2
A;.2+[ } } } ]z
=FK[.+2(.t&s.z)], (4.9)
where
E1(., .z , .t)=K[(.t&s.z)2+.(.t&s.z)+ 12 (1+sKzK ) .
2], (4.10)
E2(.z , .t)=K[(1+sKzK )(.t&s.z)2
+2( f $+aKzK ) .z(.t&.z)+a(1+sKzK ) .2z],
E3=aK.2z . (4.11)
The discriminants of Ei (i=1, 2) are
D1=&1&2sKzK,
D2=4[( f $+aKzK )2&a(1+sKzK )2],
respectively. Now we estimate KzK,
} KzK }= }
K w$(U ) Uz+K w(U )
K w(U ) }= }
w$
w
Q(U )
a&s2
+
K z
K }
 } w$w
Q(U )
a&s2 }+ }
;
a
(z&z*)a
(z&z*) 2a }

c1
a
+
;
2a
, (4.12)
which is small provided a is suitably large, this fact together with (1.3)
imply that the inequalities
sup
j
Dj<0, j=1, 2 (4.13)
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hold uniformly in (u\ , v\). Then there exist positive constants c and C
such that
cK[.2+(.t&s.z)2]E1CK[.2+(.t&s.z)2],
cK[.2z+(.t&s.z)
2]E2 . (4.14)
Integrating (4.9) over [0, t]_R, and using (4.14) and C&K KCK
(K=K w(U )), we have
(1+t)# |(., .z , .t)| 2;+; |
t
0
(1+{)# |.({)| 2;&1 d{+|
t
0
(1+{)# |(.z , .t)| 2; d{
C { |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2;+# |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |(., .z , .t)({)| 2; d{
+(a&s2) |
t
0
|
R
|K z | |..z | dz d{
+|
t
0
|
R
(1+{)# (z&z*) ;a |F | ( |.|+2 |.t&s.z | ) dz d{= . (4.15)
Due to |K z |( ;a)(1+{)# (z&z*) ;&1, we have
C(a&s2) |K z..z |C;(1+{)# (z&z*) ;&1a |..z |
(1+{)# {;2 (z&z*) ;&1a .2+
C 2;
2
(z&z*) ;&1a .
2
z= ,
and
|
C 2;
2
(z&z*) ;&1a .
2
z dz
=|
|z&z*|>M
C 2;
2(z&z*) a
(z&z*) ;a .
2
z dz
+|
|z&z*|M
C 2;
2
(z&z*) ;&1a .
2
z dz
1
2
|.z | 2;+;CM &.z&
2,
for some fixed M>0. The fourth term on the right-hand side of (4.15) is
majorized by
CN(t) |
t
0
(1+{)# |(.z , .t)({)| 2; d{,
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where we have used
sup
z # R
[ |.|, |.z |, |.t |]CN(t), for 0<{<t
and N(t)#sup0{t [&.({)&3+&(.t&s.z)({)&2]. Substituting the above
estimates into (4.15), we have
(1+t)# |(., .z , .t)(t)| 2;+
;
2 |
t
0
(1+{)# |.({)| 2;&1 d{
+\12&CN(t)+ |
t
0
(1+{)# |(.z , .t)({)| 2; d{
C { |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2;+# |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |(., .z , .t)({)| 2; d{
+; |
t
0
(1+{)# &.z({)&2 d{= .
Thus we get the following:
Lemma 4.2. There is a positive constants =2 such that if N(T )<=2 , then
it holds for t # [0, T ],
(1+t)# |(., .z , .t)(t)| 2;
+|
t
0
[ ;(1+{)# |.({)| 2;&1+(1+{)
# |(.z , .t)(t)| 2;] d{
C { |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2;+# |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |(., .z , .t)({)| 2; d{
+; |
t
0
(1+{)# &.z({)&2 d{= . (4.16)
Next, by applying an induction to (4.16), we derive the decay estimate
for L2-norm of the solution, cf. [12].
Lemma 4.3. Let # # [0, :] be an integer. There are positive constants =3
and C independent of T and # such that if N(T )<=3 , then
(1+t)# |(., .z , .t)(t)| 2:&#+(:&#) |
t
0
(1+{)# |.({)| 2:&#&1 d{
+|
t
0
(1+{)# |.z , .t | 2:&# d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2: . (4.17)
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Consequently, if : is an integer, then the following estimate holds for
0#:,
(1+t)# &(., .z , .t)(t)&2+|
t
0
(1+{)# &(.z , .t)&2 d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2: . (4.18)
Proof. Step 1. First, letting ;=0 and #=0 in (4.16),
&(., .z , .t)(t)&2+|
t
0
&(.z , .t)({)&2 d{C &(., .z , .t)(0)&2 (4.19)
Second, letting ;=: and #=0 in (4.16), and using (4.19), we have (4.17)
with #=0. Therefore the lemma holds for :<1.
Step 2. We take 1<:<2. Letting ;=0 and #=1 in (4.16) and using
(4.17) with #=0, we get (4.18) with #=1, then letting ;=:&1 and #=1
in (4.16) and using (4.17) with =0, and (4.18) with #=1, we get (4.17)
with #=1. Therefore the proof is completed for :<2.
Repeating the same procedure, we can get the desired estimate (4.17) for
any :1. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. K
Further, we consider the case [:]<#<: when : is not an integer. To
get the desired estimate, we use a technique in [12]. Choosing ;=0 in
(4.16) we have
(1+t)# |(., .z , .t)(t)| 20+|
t
0
(1+{)# |(.z , .t)({)| 20 d{
C { |(., .z , .t)(0)| 20+# |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |(., .z , .t)({)| 20 d{= . (4.20)
Choosing #=[:] in (4.17), we have
(1+t)[:] |(., .z , .t)(t)| 2:&[:]+(:&[:]) |
t
0
(1+{)[:] |.({)| 2:&[:]&1 d{
+|
t
0
(1+{)[:] |(.z , .t)({)| 2:&[:] d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2: . (4.21)
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We now estimate the final term in (4.20),
|
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |(., .z , .t)({)| 20 d{
|
t
0
(1+{)#&1
_ \| (z&z*) :&[:]a |., .z , .t | 2 dz+
[:]+1&:
_\| (z&z*) &([:]1&:)a |(., .z , .t)({)| 2 dz+
:&[:]
d{
|
t
0
(1+{)#&1&[:] ((1+{)[:] |(., .z , .t)({)| 2:&[:])
[:]+1&:
_((1+{)[:] |(., .z , .t)({)| 2:&[:]&1)
:&[:] d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2([:]+1&:):
_|
t
0
(1+{)&([:]+1&#) ((1+{)[:] |(., .z , .t)({)| 2:&[:]&1)
:&[:] d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2([:]+1&:):
_\|
t
0
(1+{)&(([:]+1&#)[:]+1&:) d{+
[:]+1&:
_\|
t
0
(1+{)[:] |(., .z , .t)| 2:&[:]&1 d{+
:&[:]
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2([:]+1&:): \|
t
0
(1+{)[:] |.({)| 2:&[:]&1 d{
+|
t
0
(1+{)[:] |(.z , .t)({)| 2:&[:] d{+
:&[:]
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2: ,
where we use
[:]+1&#
[:]+1&:
>1 and |(.z , .t)| 2:&[:]&1|(.z , .t)|
2
:&[:] .
By using (4.20), we have the following:
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Lemma 4.4. If : is not an integer, then it holds for any given #<:,
(1+t)# &(., .z , .t)(t)&2+|
t
0
(1+{)# &(.z , .t)&2 d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2: . (4.22)
For higher derivatives of the solution, we have the similar estimates as
follows.
Lemma 4.5. Let l=1 and 2. For any #: (when : is an integer) or #<:
(when : is not an integer), there exists a positive constant =4 such that if
N(T )=4 , then the decay estimate
(1+t)# & lz(., .z , .t)(t)&
2+|
t
0
(1+{)# & lz(.z , .t)&
2 d{
C[N(0)2+|(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:], (4.23)
holds for t # [0, T ].
Proof. Let l=1 and 2. We apply  lz to (3.5) and multiply it by
(1+t)# [.+2(.t+s.z)], integrate the obtained equation over [0, t]_R.
We can get the desired estimate (4.23) in the same way as in the previous
lemmas; the details are omitted. K
Now the estimate (3.11) follows directly from (4.18) and (4.23). There-
fore the proof of Theorem 3.2 is completed.
5. DECAY RATE FOR THE CASE s=f $(u+)<f $(u&)
First, we derive the following basic estimate for our proof.
Lemma 5.1. Let .(t) # X(0, T ) be a solution of (3.5), (3.7). Then we have
|(., .z , .t)(t)| 2w(U )+|
t
0
|(.t , .z)({)| 2w(U ) d{+|
t
0
&- &Uz .({)&2 d{
C { |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2w(U )+|
t
0
|
R
|F | w(U ) |(.+2(.t&s.z)| dz d{=
t # [0, T ]. (5.1)
Proof. Multiplying (3.5) by w(U )(.+2(.t&s.z)) and integrating the
resulting expressions over [0, t]_R, we obtain (5.1) in the same way as in
the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [9]. K
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Subsequently, we show the following estimate for . which is similar to
Lemma 6.1 in [12].
Lemma 5.2. For 0<;:<(2n) (n1), there exists a positive constant
=5 such that if N(T )=5 , then for t # [0, T ] we have
| w(U )1+; |(., .z , .t)(t, z)| 2 dz+|
t
0
|
z>0
w(U ) ;&1 .({, z)2 dz d{
+|
t
0
| w(U )1+; |(.z , .t)(t, z)| 2 dz d{
C | w(U )1+; |(., .z , .t)(0, z)| 2 dz (5.2)
Proof. As in calculating (4.6), we multiply (3.5) by H(z) w(U )(.+
2(.t&s.z)),
[Hw(.t&s.z)2+Hw.(.t&s.z)+ 12 (Hw+s(Hw)z) .
2+aHw(U ) .2z]t
+[(Hw+s(Hw)z)(.t&s.z)2+2( f $(U ) Hw+a(Hw)z) .z(.t&s.z)
+a(Hw+s(Hw)z) .2z]+(a&s
2) Hzw..z& 12[H(wQ)$]z+[ } } } ]z
=FHw(U )[.+2(.t&s.z)] (5.3)
where H(z) is a positive function to be chosen later. Since
&12[H(wQ)$]z=Hz(u &U )&HUz
and
|(a&s2) Hzw(U ) ..z |
=(a&s2) Hw.2z +
(a&s2) wH 2z .
2
4=H
, for = # (0, 1),
Eq. (5.3) yields
[E 1(., .z , .t)+E 3(.z)]t+E 2(.z , .t)&=(a&s2) Hw.2z
(5.4)
{&HUz+\(u &U )&(a&s
2) wHz
4=H + Hz= .2Hw |F | |.+2(.t&s.z)|,
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where E j is in the same form as Ej in (4.9) with K replaced by H(z) w(U ).
Taking H(z)=w(U ) ;, then
} (Hw)zHw }=(;+1) }
w$(U )
w
Q(U )
a&s2 }
O(1)
a
, (5.5)
which is small for suitably large a, these facts imply that there exist positive
constants c and C such that
cw(U )1+; [.2+(.t&s.z)2]E 1(., .z , .t)
(5.6)Cw(U )1+; [.2+(.t&s.z)2],
E 3=aw(U )1+; .2z ,
E 2(.z , .t)=w(U )1+; _\1+s(1+;) wzw + (.t&s.z)2
+2 \ f $+a( ;+1) wzw + .z(.t&s.z)+a \1+s( ;+1)
wz
w + .2z&
w(U )1+; [c(.t&s.z)2+c~ (z) .2z], (5.7)
where
c~ (z)=\1+s(;+1) wzw +_1&
1
a \
f $(U )+a( ;+1)(wzw)
1+s( ;+1)(wzw) +
2
& a
_1&O(1)a &
2
a>0,
where we have used (5.5) and a is suitably large, thus there is a positive
constant c such that
c~ (z)&=(a&s2)c>0, (5.8)
because of = # (0, 1). On the other hand,
I#\(u &U )&(a&s
2) w(U ) Hz
4=H + Hz
=
;
a&s2
w(U ) ;&1 w$(U ) Q(U ) \(u &U )&;w$(U ) Q(U )4= + .
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Set $=U&u+>0 and u~ =u&&u+ , then we have near u+ or z=+,
w$(U ) Q(U )=(wQ)$ (U )&wQ$(U )=2$&u~ &
$($&u~ ) Q$(U )
Q(U )
=2$&u~ &
$($&u~ )(Q"(u+) $+ } } } +
Q(n+1)(u+)
n !
$n+o($n))
Q"(u+)
2!
$2+ } } } +
Q(n+1)(u+)
(n+1)!
$n+1+o($n+1)
=2$&u~ &($&u~ )((n+1)+O($))
=u~ n+O($),
thus
I=
;w(U ) ;&1
a&s2
(u~ n+O($)) \u~ \1&;n2=++O($)+ .
Since ;:<2n, if we take =<1 as 1&( ;n2=)>0, then there exists
positive constants c1 and R1 , such that
Ic1 for zR1 . (5.9)
Noting C&1w(U )C, C&1w$(U )C as z  & and using (5.1), we
have
|
t
0
|
zR1
I } .2 dz d{C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2w(U ) . (5.10)
Integrating (5.4) over (0, t)_R and combining (5.8)(5.10), we obtain the
desired estimate (5.2). K
As done in the previous section, multiplying (3.5) by (1+t)# (z&z*) ;a
w(U )[.+2(.t&s.z)] and integrating the resulting equation over
(0, t)_R, we have for 0;:,
(1+t)# |(., .z , .t)(t)| 2;, w(U )+; |
t
0
(1+{)# |.({)| 2;&1 d{
+(1&CN(T )) |
t
0
(1+{)# |(.z , .t)({)| 2;, w(U ) d{
C { |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2;, w(U )+# |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |(., .z , .t)({)| 2;, w(U ) d{
+; |
t
0
(1+{)# | (z&z*) ;&1a w(U ) |..z | dz d{= ,
t # [0, T ]. (5.11)
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Letting #=0 and ;=: in (5.11), the estimate of the last term in (5.11)
gives
} :C |
t
0
| (z&z*) :&1a w(U ) |..z | dz d{ }
|
t
0
|
:
2
(z&z*) :&1a .
2 dz d{
+|
t
0
|
C 2:
2
(z&z*) :&1a w(U )
2 .2z dz d{ (5.12)
and
C 2:
2 |
t
0
| (z&z*) :&1a w(U )2 .2z dz d{
C |
t
0
|
z>R2
w(U ):+1 .2z dz d{+
1
2 |
t
0
|
z<&R3
(z&z*) :a .
2
z dz d{
+C |
t
0
|
&R3zR2
.2z dz d{ (5.13)
for some constants R2 , R3>0, because W(U(z))tz as z  + and
w(U )tconst. as z  &. Applying Lemmas 5.15.2 to (5.11) and (5.12),
we get the following:
Lemma 5.3. There is a positive constant =6 such that if N(T )=6 , then
the estimate
|(., .z , .t)(t)| 2:, w(U )+|
t
0
|.({)| 2:&1 d{+|
t
0
|(.z , .t)({)| 2:, w(U ) d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:, w(U ) , 0<tT, (5.14)
holds for :<2n (n1).
Further we show a sharper estimate. Let # be 0<#<:2. Taking ;=0
in (5.11) we have
(1+t)# |(., .z , .t)(t)| 20, w(U )
+(1&CN(T )) |
t
0
(1+{)# |(.z , .t)({)| 20, w(U ) d{
C { |(., .z , .t)(0)| 20, w(U )+# |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |(., .z , .t)({)| 20, w(U ) d{= . (5.15)
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We estimate the last term in (5.15),
C# |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |(., .z , .t)({)| 20, w(U ) d{
C |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 \|z>0+|z0+ w(U ) |(., .z , .t)| 2 dz d{
=C |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |
z>0
|(., .z , .t)({)| 2 w(U ) dz d{
+C |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |
z0
|(., .z , .t)| 2 dz d{
#I1+I23 .
Noting
|
z>0
w(U )1+: |(., .z , .t)| 2 dzt|
z>0
(z&z*) :a w(U ) |(., .z , .t)|
2 dz,
we have
I1C |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 \|z>0 w(U )1+: |(., .z , .t)| 2 dz+
1&(:2)
_\|z>0 w(U ):&1 |., .z , .t | 2 dz+
:2
d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:, w(U ) |
t
0
(1+{)#&1
_\|z>0 w(U ):&1 |(., .z , .t)| 2 dz+
:2
d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:, w(U ) \|
t
0
(1+{)&2(1&#)(2&:) d{+
(2&:)2
_\|
t
0
|
z>0
w(U ):&1 |(., .z , .t)| 2 dz d{+
:2
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:, w(U )
where we use (5.2) with ;=:, (5.14) and 2(1&#)(2&:)>1.
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For the estimate of I2 , two cases are considered. If n=1,
#<:2<1n=1, and :1, we have, by virtue of (5.14),
I2C |
t
0
|
z<0
|(., .z , .t)| 2 dz d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:, w(U ) .
If n2 and so :<1, then by virtue of (5.14)
I2C |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 |
z<0
|(., .z , .t)| 2 dz d{
C |
t
0
(1+{)#&1 \|z<0 (z&z*) :a |(., .z , .t)| 2 dz+
1&:
_\|z<0 (z&z*) :&1a |(., .z , .t)| 2 dz+
:
d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2(1&:):, w(U ) |
t
0
(1+{)&(1&#) |(., .z , .t)| 2::&1 d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2(1&:):, w(U ) \|
t
0
(1+{)&(1&#)(1&:)+
1&:
_\|
t
0
|(., .z , .t)| 2:&1 d{+
:
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:, w(U )
where we use (1&#)(1&:)>1 by #<:2. Thus, we obtain a desired
estimate.
Lemma 5.4. For N(T )=6 , it holds for #<:2<1n,
(1+t)# |(., .z , .t)(t)| 2w(U )+|
t
0
(1+{)# |(.z , .t)({)| 2w(U ) d{
C |(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:, w(U ) . (5.16)
Finally, we obtain the same decay rate t&#2 for the higher derivatives of
the solutions. The procedure is similar to that is Lemma 4.5; the details are
omitted.
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Lemma 5.5. Let l=1 and l=2. There exists a positive constant =7 such
that if N(T )=7 , then it holds that
(1+t)# & lz(., .z , .t)(t)&
2 |
t
0
(1+{)# & lz(.z , .t)&
2 d{
C[N 2(0)+|(., .z , .t)(0)| 2:]. (5.17)
for any #, 0#<:2<1n.
Combining Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we obtain (3.12). This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.3.
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